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 	About	Meet the Team
	Careers
	Sustainability


	Services
			Change Management – The practical steps to successfully manage change within any organisation.		Strategy and Planning – How to deliver sustainable change in your business.
	Use Case Realisation – Explore the benefits and outcomes that organisational change delivers.
	M365 Governance – Helping you maximise your efficiency, increase your performance and grow your business.
	M365 Evergreen – Stay informed about the latest Microsoft 365 features and updates.




	Microsoft 365 Training – Choose from over 160 specialist courses designed to upskill your people on the tools they use everyday.		Microsoft Teams Training – Discover limitless possibilities as you master Microsoft Teams with our comprehensive training courses.
	Executive Coaching – Coaching designed to equip you with tools and knowledge to drive change.




	Power Platform – Build intuitive apps, automate business processes, visualise data with ease.		Power Platform Development – Tailor-made & innovative solutions to transform business complexities into opportunities for growth.
	App Development – Deploy a whole host of app templates designed to solve all your business needs.
	Power Platform Advisory – Improve technology delivery to make an immediate impact within your organisation.




	AI & Microsoft Copilot – Explore our trio of specialised services, each designed to elevate your team’s interaction with AI.		Microsoft Copilot Training – Empower your team with our comprehensive Copilot courses.
	AI Prompt Engineering – Master prompt engineering for superior AI interactions.
	Strategy & AI – Integrate cutting-edge AI solutions to transform your business strategy.




	Employee Experience – The Employee Experience platform to increase connection, wellbeing and productivity.		Employee Communications & Communities – Boost happiness, feelings of belonging and employee retention.
	Learning & Knowledge Management – Build a better and more engaged learning culture within your business.
	Workplace Analytics & Feedback – Stay connected, protect time & identify opportunities to build better habits.
	Goal Setting & OKR Management – Align your organisation’s strategic priorities with individual teams.




	Microsoft 365 Funded Pilots – Embark on an unforgettable learning journey with our fully-funded Microsoft workshops.		Collaborative Apps Workshop – Identify ways to improve workplace productivity and meet your business goals.
	Viva Insights Workshop – Detailed exploration of how hybrid working is impacting your workforce, and the rationale behind the data.
	Frontline Worker Workshop – Delve into how employees are communicating, collaborating and being productive.




	Migrate to Microsoft 365 – Kickstart your transition to Microsoft 365, ensuring a seamless shift to enhanced collaboration, security, & productivity.
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	Resources	Blog
	Video Vault
	Case Studies
	Webinars
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Insights from our Adoption Game workshop!
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By Will Plant | Published On: 12 April 2020 | 
Wednesday April 17th 2019, we hosted our first event showcasing our Adoption Game! Our MD, Steve Crompton, dreamt up the idea of using a game to help others understand adoption and change management principles. It’s not easy to simply describe what a Change Manager does and how they design their strategy for success. For Changing Social, the best way possible to explain this process is to fully immerse a player in the role of a Change Manager and take them through an adoption simulation – The Adoption Game.

At the workshop this was achieved with six willing guinea pigs, all with varying levels of change management knowledge (from completely green to experienced within the field).  The group included; three Customer Success Managers, an E-learning Manager, a SharePoint Consultant and a Collaboration Solutions Specialist, who all arrived with different learning objectives. These ranged from; understanding PROCI’S ADKAR framework to discovering how to engage with key stakeholders within an organisation.

Steve Crompton began the session with a presentation about Changing Social, who we are and what we do, followed by a breakdown of change management principles presented by Mark Furr. It was great to see player participation throughout the opening presentations, sharing their ideas and experiences of change management. This early level of engagement set the tone for the rest of the workshop – then we started The Adoption Game!

Three teams were given the objective of creating an Office 365 adoption plan. The aim was to influence and inspire the four personas (Digital Champions, Enthusiasts, Cynics and Resistors) within their organisation to embrace new ways of working. Each team were given resources (time and money) which they were to allocate to adoption activities within Communications, Training, Digital Champions and Engagement. The game was designed to encourage collaboration and the sharing of ideas between players, so it was great to see our vision become a reality.
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Each team had a Changing Social facilitator whose role was to guide the players through the game, establishing the ground rules as well as setting the scenario. For example, if a team chose a specific activity for their plan they were granted additional resources from the facilitator due to its significant impact on the personas. We found that by creating a fluid, dynamic and adaptable experience within the game the players were able to see how an adoption plan would work in the real world.

Each team came up with a different adoption plan, but they all managed to achieve their goal of motivating the personas to embrace new ways of working. This shows that there is more than one way to engage with and transform a workforce to adopt new technologies. To conclude, the workshop was a huge success! All our players gained new insights into adoption and change management, achieved their objectives and most important of all, had fun.
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We are set to release new dates for our workshops soon. If you are interested in learning about adoption and change management in a different, fun and engaging way please register your interest here to be shortlisted!
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Copilot for HR: Redefining Human Resources with AI

May 9 @ 1:00 pm - 1:45 pm  EDT 
Uncover how AI can assist in everything from talent acquisition to employee engagement and HR analytics.
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Copilot for Legal: Navigating the Legal Landscape with AI

May 2 @ 1:00 pm - 1:45 pm  EDT 
Learn how AI can transform your legal research, document drafting, and case management, making your practice more efficient and effective.
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Copilot for Marketing: Unleashing Creativity with AI

April 25 @ 1:00 pm - 1:45 pm  EDT 
This webinar is your gateway to understanding how Copilot can fuel your creative processes, from content creation to customer insights and beyond.
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